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SKATE AREA 

Do you agree with the proposal? 

 

 

Do you have any comments about the proposal for the skate area/is there anything that is 

missing or could be improved? 

The idea of extending the park is a nice one although 

the features suggested could perhaps be improved and 

made a bit more interesting (such as decent half pipes 

or tunnels to skate through). Some of the kids who 

use it can occasionally be intimidating to other kids 

from what I've seen, so perhaps some active presence 

by staff could be good. My nephew enjoys the skate 

park and I can see how it might prove popular to 

extend it. 

Plymouth has a wide variety of skaters-skateboards, 

scooters, bmxs, roller skaters-these are things being 

increasingly more popular. A added area of flat 

smooth concrete would be of benefit for people 

learning in a safe area not getting in the way of more 

competent users. Salt ash have a good area, but small 

children are often in the way of the other users 

good for Plymouth Anything that encourages young people to be active is 

always a positive. 

Please ensure you use a specialist when implementing 

this element. 

Not really just it’s more concrete. 

Make it bigger! Do not overfill the park and lose too much green 

spaces 

I don’t think there should be any extension to the 

skate park without a clear indication that it is required 

bear in mind that skate boarding may wane and 

something NEW become the challenge preferred. 

only if there is demand, what’s the point otherwise I would never use it but traversing the park the other 

day, it seemed to me to be the most utilised feature of 

the park. Clearly meriting expansion. 

No I would need to have had some experience of this 

activity. 

skating is a fad that comes in and out of fashion . it 

would only provide entertainment for a few and for a 

very short time . is the council adequately insured for 

the accidents that people will have whilst skating in the 

area . are you prepared to pay out when someone 

sues !! 
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There needs to be a skateboarding place nearby, but 

separate from the main one for beginners and younger 

users to practise away from the more boisterous 

users and the foul language of some. 

Better things money could be spent on 

Would be good to consult the kids who currently use 

it 

It looks good to me. 

looks exciting Looks good 

The current skate area attracts a lot of youngsters, 

they use it well. 

Clear signage to remind all children that the skate park 

is open to everyone, perhaps keep one section for the 

smaller children and those with disabilities? 

the extension would attract more skate boarders I fully support this idea. The skateboard area should be 

extended as it is often very over-crowded. The over-

crowding can put off younger and less experienced 

users, and poses a risk that accidents may occur via 

collisions. 

Did not know about these proposals. Seating area close by or around the park would be 

good. 

It needs prober management Does the facility get used that much that it has to be 

increased in size? 

Good size. This will free up the easier bowls for younger and/or 

inexperienced skaters while allowing older and/or 

more experienced skaters to use the new difficult 

deeper bowls 

Good idea Consult Prime skatepark, Nick Marker 

Attract unpleasant people. This is great and long overdue. Safer than using the 

roads and pavements next to traffic. 

It would be good to include some beginner ramps or a 

beginner area for younger skaters 

Look really funky 

I have no idea about the popularity of skate parks, so 

agreeing with the proposal is based on an assumption 

that the existing facility is reasonably well used. 

No. I thought skate parks were a craze from the past. 

I didn't know they were used any more. 

The more things for young people to do the better will skate users who probably won’t respond to this 

consultation be contacted for their views? 

Far too noisy. Bowls are a good idea. 

I hope this is not near the new cafe CCTV in skate area 

don't care for skate areas It's big enough as it is 

It’s important that you talk to Young people to ensure 

this is the thing they need 

love it there and good to see young older kids all 

working together 

yes it’s a total waste of time it will be vandalised with 

spraypaint graffitti and hardly anybody will ever use it 

you will get some people interested in at at first but 

then the novelty will wear off 

Much needed facility 
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Not something i use, but i know it's very popular. the skate area is very popular. it would be great to 

extend it. 

No, good use of community space It's an excellent idea. It might keep skateboarders off 

the pavements. 

Brilliant idea for the teens Young people need space to play. 

Coffee shop and skate board hire with tuition for 

under 16' 

Areas for different age groups. Skate park is used by 

loads of teenagers who go far to fast for little ones. 

As with the current park, concrete spray methods and 

hand finishing should be used to avoid seams in 

construction 

This will be a great addition to the skate park 

This area of the park is very popular and well used. I 

think its a fantastic idea to extend it. 

Some additional smaller type ramps for smaller 

children with ramps would be nice 

No, as I've not visited the skate park for a while. 

However, my daughter is a keen skateboarder. 

I don't like the skate park as lots of youths gather & I 

find it quite intimidating to walk past 

get it built, get young people out there using it! This is only fair 

Nice to see it so well used Such a shame people chose to deface the area - plans 

look good and bigger than now. 

This is a very popular hobby that is frequently ignored 

and not given suitable facilities, even though many 

people will complain that skaters are using public 

places. 

Wouldn't use it so have no comment but think it is a 

good idea 

People who use the skate park regularly have 

commented that people who use the existing space 

would prefer an extension of the street style already 

in place. 

I don't really care about these bur I do feel the current 

existing g parks are used a great deal so they are 

obviously in demand. Will also help get skateboards 

off the streets! 

It is big enough already Great idea - I know quite a lot of young people who 

use it and this area so it would be great to extend it. 

CCTV and maybe monitored by the police It will encourage more users and will provide more 

facilities for keeping fit. 

An area for younger children would be good. They are very ugly and not really consistent with the 

concept of "green parks". 

I have no feelings about it. As a dog walker the area is 

not of interest. 

I think you need a specific consultation with users of 

the skate park and with local skate groups to 

determine whether these facilities are suitable or 

whether something else would be better. 

Skate park always popular but needs supervision 

(grandson was bullied off)! 

Think this is a good idea as the current one is very 

busy and looks rather small 

I know nothing about this so cannot comment Keeps the kids out of mischief and corralled. 

It's a well used facility - so it makes sense to improve 

it. Also provides an area which provides entertainment 

for teens, who might be less inclined to hang out in 

the areas intended for younger kids. 

Combine with a BMX track 
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not really, as to old to skate & my kids don't skate. 

But i have been up central park & see how the kids 

enjoy it there. 

Lightning must be considered as the park is used in the 

evening after sunset 

Well used by the young and would keep them active 

and busy. 

I have no interest in a skate park, but worry that they 

two additional ones will take up too much of the 

surrounding park area and reduce the amount of 

green space. 

Waste of time for most park users More space and different challenges make the park 

more usable and may encourage young people to use 

this instead of other areas less suitable. 

just a fad Need to talk to a skateboard expert 

My kids don't use the skate park so cant really add 

value to this section. 

No don't know too old to go back to skateboarding 

Skate park always popular but needs supervision 

(grandson was bullied off)! 

Gives the skateboarders more variety. 

This would be a great area for the older kids/ 

teenagers. 

Make sure there is cctv in this area as many 

youngsters will be using it without an adult. 

Other activities other then skate park could be offer Bins and seating 

I think it's great that skaters are using the park. It's an 

activity that gets people to the park and if the cafe 

went ahead those skaters would be a guaranteed 

customer to that cafe if cold drinks and snacks were 

sold. 

Provision of a half pipe Provision of raised observation 

areas to allow kids to make awesome videos Provision 

of covered observation areas Allow the use of drones 

less than 2kgs in this areas 

i think this is a good idea, it is a very popular area more bins - it is often left very untidy. Also it should 

be monitored for those who litter, fines should be 

given/maybe have it fenced off and membership entry? 

Should be multi purpose ie BMX biking Seating for people to watch the "action" and a 

beginners' area, safe from more boisterous users and 

their expletives. 

The skate park is important and used by many. The 

only trouble is the amount of litter including broken 

bottles left laying around as it isn't "cool" to use a bin 

in front of your mates. Something needs to be done to 

try and sort this problem. There is also some 

vandalism to the stone wall by car park and tree 

branches ripped off trees in area. Local people have 

witnessed this and commented to those doing it only 

to be sworn at. 

A designated fenced in dog park. Walk/run routes 

with signs and distance please. 

I am presuming that there is sufficient usage of the 

Skate park to warrant extension. 

Maybe a learners bowl? 

After visiting Weymouth skate park on the sea front 

'front skate' I think all or some should be undercover, 

would mean it could be used on wet day, which we 

have a lot of, also maybe a real beginners sections with 

small stuff. 

Not that I can see but then I don't use it 
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If there is a genuine need for it then build it ! Not an expert, again ask in schools ask the children 

they would know. 

I think The park has been well thought out. I think you need to seek advice from the skate 

boarders 

Could younger children use scooters? Not sure - skate boarding can be very noisy so any 

sound softening landscaping would be good 

Possibly Lights It's not something of interest to me, however it is 

always a busy, popular place, so I would imagine any 

improvement would be greatly received. 

More car parking facilities. More rain shelters perhaps have some kind of etiquette board where is 

says about respecting other user and younger kids and 

helping them etc that would be nice. also maybe a bit 

of info on who to contact eg if they see something 

broken or something that needs fixing who do they 

contact? 

a younger child area Ask the users 

a few more bences for parents to sit and watch a toilet near by and a cafe and seating so people would 

watch the skateboarders. 

Skate parks are ugly, so anything that could soften the 

visual impact would be welcome. 

To ensure the young people at the park have been 

consulted. 

Kiosk for drinks and ice cream More sheltered seating. 

Do not know enough about skate parks to comment. Needs regular rubbish collection and cleaning, is 

always scattered with rubbish 

I don't think there's a need for a skatepark. No my children are to young to use. 

Shelter? Get rid of it completely and use it for better purposes. 

Yes...the wooded area in the Peverell end of Central 

park should have a tree walk through the canopies of 

the trees. 

Ask the user's 

Soft landing areas An area for younger children only, maybe under 10 

years old. As older children/teenagers take over and 

can be quite boisterous. 

The whole thing looks hideous. Stimulation for the mind as well as the body? 

The skate park is well used. It would be good to see it 

extended further to cater for large numbers and to 

include more features and obstacles, perhaps a 

concrete half pipe could be included. 

Some trees & soft landscaping around it, no problem 

about providing the facility, but it's not a thing of 

beauty ! 

Not that I am aware of. I don't know enough about this sport and am unsure 

whether you mean is anything mission from the skate 

park plan or from the whole plan. From the whole 

plan I think you've missed opportunities for relaxing 

without sport. Sensory areas and moving and falling 

water would provide huge benefits for all. The mind 

and spirit are as important to good mental and 

physical health as sport 
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Additional ramps and pipes Bins and education of using them by the youngsters! 

Maybe add something to help with noise reduction. Different colour 

Not applicable to me I don't really mind either way, it is not an area I would 

use 

Some of the existing features seem easy to injure 

yourself on to myself (as a non-skater). There are 

some pointy looking edges on the wedge ramps look 

like they could cause nasty head injuries - not sure 

how easy it is to address this without compromising 

functionality though? If kids get injured, is there any 

way of getting first aid or help easily currently? The 

skate area could be made more welcoming by adding a 

bit of colour. E.g. yellow / neon stripes, coloured 

ramps, urban artwork etc perhaps involving local 

youth projects or artists to help create look / artwork. 

Yes. The current skate park is really mistreated by the 

teenagers who use it in the evenings, when I walk my 

dog at 6am there is litter, old food waste, empty drink 

bottles and often empty alcohol cans and bottles left 

on the grass and within the skate area. As it is one of 

the main entrances to the park I think this is a huge 

priority, it ruins use for the younger children and 

families as the older teenagers do not respect the area 

at all which is disgusting. Maybe fines for dropping 

litter, budget for CCTV cameras to catch those mis-

using the space. I walk around central park twice a day 

and although I feel that there are lots of improvements 

to be made this area in particular needs to be 

prioritised as it is already a lovely facility for young 

people to use, however it is being ruined by some. 

There should be generally more for them to do. I'm 

not skater so I can't really comment as I don't know 

what there skill equipment is called. 

junior wardens Friends of the park notice boards 

where phone numbers are displayed showing where 

Park keepers can be contacted in the event of 

incidents or accidents or damage to equipment. 

Do not know enough about this to comment More bins to prevent litter being strewn all over the 

place. 

Maybe age related areas - I have noticed that 

sometimes younger skaters get in the way of more 

experienced skaters 

Maybe sort the road out leading to the park from the 

car park, children don't know the path from the road 

don't like the skate area end of more seating around the skate park for observers 

More access for younger children, the skate park 

seems to be taken over exclusively by 'serious' skaters 

who don't like little girls on their Peppa Pig scooter 

getting in their way? 

the proposed extension looks good 

Seating around the skate park Some funboxes would be appreciated 

An art installation Not sure. Haven't visited in a while. Is there a lot of 

Graffiti in the area? If so, have you thought about a 

Graffiti wall that can be re-painted every month. 

Similar to one in Wadebridge town? 

Would not know i don't know enough about what skaters need. You 

need to consult with the potential users. 

I would assume many safety issues would be 

addressed. 

Rubbish bins 

Can't think of anything Perhaps provide a health and safety sign with 

emergency numbers to call and any rules etc including 

the non- emergency police. 
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Access to a first aid kit (perhaps at the cafe) for bumps 

and scrapes 

Perhaps a committed area designated for a basketball 

/netball park or for shooting practice would be a 

bonus 

An additional mini-ramp would also be a good thing. remove it completely, it's ugly 

An area for the little skaters and an area for the older 

children. 

you are supposed to be attracting me to the area tell 

me what you can offer me and my family so far you 

only have ideas create fun family things that will keep 

drawing me and my family back 

Trees BMX track 

Not something I know about. Proper floodlights 

Maybe cameras to put off acts of vandalism to 

surrounding area. 

I know nothing about skateboarding. 

I do not know enough about this area to comment More and better seating would be nice. Sum of have 

to watch our children and cannot stand for long 

periods. 

Mountain boarding area ? Ask a skateboarder 

Perhaps Prime Skate parks could run lessons/a skate 

club. 

Safety zone of softer material 

Although this isn't structural but maybe a play 

leader/attendant to be around to ensure there is fair 

use of the facility 

You could have a dirt track course for bikes as well 

next to it or somewhere else in the park. Like in salt 

mill park saltash or at Tavistock. 

A pond or lake for small children to float model boats 

and perhaps study wildlife 

We don’t have the knowledge to comment on the 

skate park improvements but know the facility is well 

used and improvements are wanted.  

Maybe using shrubs around the skate park to help 

blend the hard concrete into the landscape 

I wish they were more visible to more people. They 

are a delight to watch. And hasn't it become an 

Olympic sport. 

The lights could be more controlled. They shine out 

instead of down and make it difficult to see what dogs 

and other park users are doing in the area at night. 

more bins 

good to expand great thing to have 

I feel the skate areas needs separate section for young 

inexperienced people, and one for the more advances. 

a separate are for children 

A skate area specifically for young kids would it be restricted to older children? 

more lighting a proper meeting area included 

it is always used and there needs to be an area for 

small children 

seats & covered areas 

beginners area small children's area 

Skate park has been put there before and ... used just 

as a rubbish spot. As I am in the park twice a day have 

good area for a warden?????? 
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Extend the area. Younger persons/beginners and 

teenagers separate. Lower boxes for those who can’t 

ollie. Children section. Shelter – for chilling and 

covered skate area. 10pm – 1am extended lighting. 

Bigger quarter. More gaps. Spine in. Bowl in. Can it 

accommodate skaters, scooters, rollerblades. Parkour 

potentially? Rezzy – could be ruined though, maybe in 

the sport hub? Flat rail like at Prime. Bowl for 

learners. Ramps. Needs to be redesigned by someone 

who uses the skate are. Temporary ramp in events 

field. PORTLIN (a material that absorbs the rain so it 

can still be used. No concrete – hurts and allows no 

speed. Larger ramps and curls. More diversity. Bigger 

= better. Lessons? More lighting. Using the ramps a 

lot. Wheel chair access? Fun days with professionals. 

CCTV potentially. Box jumps. The new design of the 

plaza and the bowl still don’t flow. Can’t move 

between the areas in the design if you don’t have the 

skill. More lines and options are needed 

- Landing platform for the box jump. Space is better. 

Overall ok, but lacks a lot of basic skating equipment. 

Gets very busy sometimes and therefore can’t use it. 

Copin on the ramp head is too small. Currently not 

very challenging . They use Pendeen, Saltmill and 

Whitelee. Can be intimidating when full. Poor layout, 

doesn’t flow. Currently ok. Subpar (6/10). Make sure 

there is enough space – too small at the moment and 

it is dangerous. The plaza and the bowl don’t flow and 

this causes a problem 

 


